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COLORED KHOVANOV-ROZANSKY HOMOLOGY FOR INFINITE BRAIDS
MICHAEL ABEL AND MICHAEL WILLIS
ABSTRACT. We show that the limiting unicolored sl(N) Khovanov-Rozansky chain complex
of any infinite positive braid categorifies a highest-weight projector. This result extends an ear-
lier result of Cautis categorifying highest-weight projectors using the limiting complex of infi-
nite torus braids. Additionally, we show that the results hold in the case of colored HOMFLY-
PT Khovanov-Rozansky homology as well. An application of this result is given in finding a
partial isomorphism between the HOMFLY-PT homology of any braid positive link and the
stable HOMFLY-PT homology of the infinite torus knot as computed by Hogancamp.
1. INTRODUCTION
In [IW16], Islambouli and the second author proved that the stable Khovanov complex
of a positive semi-infinite complete braid B on n strands converges to the categorification
of the Jones-Wenzl projector, a special idempotent element of the Temperley-Lieb algebra
representing a highest-weight projector in the representation theory of Uq(sl2). This was ac-
complished via comparing the inverse system constructing the Khovanov complex forC2(B)
with the Khovanov complex for the infinite full twist C2(FT ∞n ). The complex C2(FT ∞n ) was
first studied by Rozansky [Roz14] and he proved it was homotopy equivalent to the cate-
gorified Jones-Wenzl projector of Cooper-Krushkal [CK12].
Later work used the above idea of Rozansky in [Roz14] to study categorified highest
weight projectors in other settings. Rose in [Ros14] showed that the infinite full twist cat-
egorified the highest-weight projector for tensor products of fundamental representations of
Uq(sl3). Also using this idea, Cautis in [Cau15] extended the construction for the infinite full
twist categorifying the highest-weight projector for tensor products of fundamental repre-
sentations of Uq(slN ). These highest weight projectors are the analogues of the Jones-Wenzl
projector for Uq(slN ). This was also extended to the case of Khovanov-Rozansky HOMFLY-
PT homology by Hogancamp [Hog15] via computing the Rouquier complex of the infinite
full twist, a semi-infinite chain complex of bimodules in the categorification of the Hecke
algebra.
Using the projectors of Cautis, one can define colored Khovanov-Rozansky homologies
when we color strands by any irreducible representation rather than just the fundamental
representations. Other limits of the infinite full twist in Khovanov and Khovanov-Rozansky
homology can be used to categorify lowest-weight projectors, as in the work of Rozansky
[Roz10] and of the first author with Hogancamp [AH17].
In this text, we explore the generalization of the work in [IW16] to the case of Khovanov-
Rozansky sl(N) and HOMFLY-PT homology. We may color our braid by elements of {1, ..., N−
1} for the sl(N) case, and by positive integers in N for the HOMFLY-PT case respectively. We
denote a braid β in which all strands are colored by the same integer m by β(m). Our main
result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (See Theorems 3.3 and 4.31). Let B = σi1σi2 · · · be a complete semi-infinite positive
braid on n strands viewed as the limit of positive braid words
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B = lim
`→∞
σi1σi2 · · ·σi` .
Then the Khovanov-Rozansky sl(N) complex CN
(B(m)) exists for all m ∈ {1, ..., N − 1}. Fur-
thermore,
CN
(B(m)) ' CN (FT ∞(m)) .
Likewise, the Khovanov-Rozansky HOMFLY-PT complex F(B(m)) exists for all m ∈ N and
F(B(m)) ' F(FT ∞(m)).
We will clarify the notion of completeness along with the definitions of the Khovanov-
Rozansky complexes in §2.1 and §4.1. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of the
main theorem of [IW16]. A rough outline is as follows. Let B` denote the finite braid con-
sisting of the first ` crossings of B. CN
(B`,(m)) can be written as a mapping cone containing
CN
(
FT z(`)(m)
)
as a quotient complex, for some positive integer z(`) > 0. This number z(`)
roughly counts the number of full twists present in B`. We prove that the natural projection
map F` : CN
(B`,(m))→ CN (FT z(`)(m)) is an isomorphism up to a certain homological degree
|F`|h. We prove that |F`|h →∞ as `→∞ by carefully keeping track of shifts in homological
degree by pulling and twisting ‘forks’ and ‘ladders’ through crossings. Unlike in the case of
pulling turnbacks in Khovanov homology, these moves do not always lower the number of
crossings in the diagram and so we will need some more careful combinatorics. The proof in
the HOMFLY-PT case is almost identical, with only a few minor differences.
Although the statement of Theorem 1.1 is for positive semi-infinite complete braids, the
results can be extended to more general infinite braids which are bi-infinite, containing a
finite number of negative crossings, or non-complete. In the first two cases, we obtain the
same complex up to a grading shift. In the latter case, we obtain a diagram with a finite
number of crossings and multiple infinite full twists side-by-side. We refer the reader to §3.1
for more precise statements.
One immediate application of the main theorem in the HOMFLY-PT case is given in study-
ing the homology of braid positive links. Recent work of Elias, Hogancamp, and Mellit
[EH16, Hog17, Mel17] gives an explicit computation of the Khovanov-Rozansky HOMFLY-
PT homology of torus links. Using our bounds on the homological order |F`|h we are able
to give a partial isomorphism between the HOMFLY-PT homology of a braid positive link
and the stable HOMFLY-PT homology of torus links. In the following theorem H is used to
denote Khovanov-Rozansky HOMFLY-PT homology.
Theorem 1.2 (See Theorem 4.18). Let β be a finite positive braid on n strands with ` crossings
and suppose y(`) is the number of “diagonals” in β (see Definition 3.10) . Then there exists a map
F¯` : H(β)→ H(T y(`)n ) which is an isomorphism for all homological degrees less than y(`).
1.1. Outline of paper. In Section 2 we will review the relevant background needed for col-
ored Khovanov-Rozansky sl(N) complexes of infinite braids, as well as recalling the results
of Cautis from [Cau15]. In Section 3 we restate our main results and corollaries and give a
detailed proof. In Section 4 we explore the case of colored Khovanov-Rozansky HOMFLY-PT
homology and discuss the estimation theorem for braid positive links.
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2. BACKGROUND
In this section we will recall relevant background material from the Queffelec-Rose foam
construction of colored Khovanov-Rozansky homology. We will then describe the diagram-
matic lemmas and tools from homological algebra we will use to prove our main result.
Finally we will recall a special case of our main result, proved by Cautis, in terms of infinite
full twists. Though our result subsumes this one in certain cases, it is an important key piece
in proving our result.
2.1. The sl(N) foam category and Khovanov-Rozansky homology. Colored Khovanov-
Rozansky was first constructed independently by Wu [Wu14] and Yonezawa [Yon11]. This
homology theory generalizes the original construction of Khovanov and Rozansky [KR08]
and categorifies the colored SL(N) polynomial when coloring components by fundamental
representations. Queffelec and Rose gave a combinatorial/geometric construction of colored
Khovanov-Rozansky homology in terms of “webs” and “foams” [QR16]. It is this construc-
tion which we will briefly recall here. We will refer the reader to [QR16] for proofs and details
of the construction which will be omitted in this text.
The most natural (geometric) setting in which to define colored Khovanov-Rozansky ho-
mology is the 2-category NFoam. The objects of NFoam are given by sequences m =
(m1, ...,m`) where ` > 0 and mi ∈ {0, 1, ..., N} together with a zero object . The 1-morphisms
are formal direct sums of upward oriented trivalent graphs with edges labeled by integers
in the same coloring set {0, 1, ..., N}. At any vertex, the labels of the two edges of similar
orientation (incoming or outgoing) are required to sum up to give the label of the third edge.
Such graphs are generated by the basic graphs in Figure 1. We will often denote the cate-
gory whose objects and 1-morphisms are the same as NFoam by NWeb. Note that NWeb
has a monoidal structure wherem1m2 is given by concatenation of sequences and for two
webs Γ1 and Γ2, Γ1  Γ2 is given by horizontal juxtaposition. That is, if Γ1 : m1 → m′1 and
Γ2 : m2 →m′2 then Γ1  Γ2 : m1 m2 →m′1 m′2.
i
i
i+ j
i j
i j
i+ j
FIGURE 1. Basic slN -webs
We interpret any such graph as a mapping between the sequence of labels at the bottom
to the sequence of labels at the top. These graphs are called slN -webs due to their relation
to the representation theory of Uq(slN ). Sometimes we will omit edges labeled by 0 and
N , but allowing these labels in the definition will make later definitions easier to write. By
convention, we will also allow edges labeled by integers larger than N for the sake of later
definitions. However, any web with such an edge will be set equal to the zero web (that is,
the unique morphism factoring through the zero object).
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The 2-morphisms are matrices of labeled singular cobordisms between slN -webs, called
slN -foams. These cobordisms are generated by the basic cobordisms in Figure 2.
a+b
b
a
a+b
b
a
a+ba
b a+b
b
a
a+b
b
a a+b
b
a
c
b
a
b+c
a+b
a+b+c
c
b
a
a+b
b+c
a+b+c
FIGURE 2. The basic generating slN -foams in NFoam (Image from [QR16]).
Similar to the convention for slN -webs, we will interpret slN -foams as mapping from the
bottom boundary to the top boundary. Each facet of an slN -foams will be labeled with an
element of {0, 1, ..., N}. Any facet whose boundary is shared with an edge of a web must
share the same label as that edge of the web. There exist sets of local relations for both the
slN -webs and slN -foams. We also allow decorations •p on the facets of the foams where p is
a symmetric polynomial in a number of variables equal to the label of the facet .We will only
recall certain relevant relations in this text for slN -webs (see Figure 3) and refer the reader to
§3 of [QR16] for more details.
The categoryNFoam admits a grading. We will note the gradings in cases that it is neces-
sary, but will once again refer the reader to [QR16] for more complete information. All chain
complexes of foams are assumed to have degree 0 differentials. We will denote grading shifts
in NFoam with the notation qk for a grading shift upwards by k.
To any tangle diagram T whose components are labeled by elements of {0, 1, ..., N}, we
can associate a chain complex in NFoam, which we will denote by CN (T ). The homotopy
equivalence type of CN (T ) is an isotopy invariant of the tangle T . In diagrams and figures,
we will often omit the notation CN (•) and simply draw the corresponding tangle or web
unless there is a chance for confusion. In this text we will exclusively focus on the case that
the tangle T is actually a braid or braid closure.
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i+ j
i j
i+ j
=
⊕
[i+ji ]
i+ j
i+ j
i j + k
`
i+ k j
=
⊕j
p=max(0,j−i)
⊕
[ k`−p]
i j + k
p
i+ k j
[n] =
1− q2n
1− q2 , [n]! = [n][n− 1] · · · [1],
[
n
k
]
=
[n]!
[n− k]![k]!
FIGURE 3. Selected relations for slN -webs. Let f(q) be a Laurent polyno-
mial in q with nonnegative coefficients an. We use the notation
⊕
f(q) Γ :=⊕
n∈Z q
nΓ⊕an for brevity above.
To build a chain complex in NFoam for a braid, we construct basic chain complexes for
each crossing. Suppose that i ≤ j, then
(2.1)
i j
j i
:=
i j
j i
0
d0 // tq
i j
j i
1
d1 // · · · di−1 // tiqi
i j
j i
i
(2.2)
i j
j i
:=
i j
j i
i
d′i−1
// · · · d
′
1 // ti−1qi−1
i j
j i
1
d′0 // tiqi
i j
j i
0
.
We use the variable t to denote a shift in homological degree with the convention that
all webs naturally sit in homological degree 0. In this paper, we use the conventions that
differentials have homological degree 1. We remark that the labeled edges determine all
edges in each web, and that certain webs may be zero webs if they have a label larger than
N .
The maps dk are degree 0 foams as specified in [QR16]. The maps d′k are the same foams,
but reflected to switch the source and target webs. Finally, if i > j, then we reflect each web
around a vertical axis and perform the analogous transformation to the foams dk and d′k.
We note that our conventions differ from those of [QR16]. In particular, our CN ( )
differs from their definition of CN ( ) by a shift of tiqi (where the two strands are labeled
by i and j and i ≤ j). However, our convention makes studying stabilization behavior more
straightforward. We remark that under our convention,
(2.3) ' tiqi , ' qi(i−N) , ' tiqi(N−i+1) (All edges labeled by i).
That is, Reidemeister I and Reidemeister II moves hold only up to a shift. Since Reide-
meister III moves only change the arrangement of crossings rather than their number (or
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orientation), it is not hard to see that applying Reidemeister III moves does not introduce
any new shifts.
Finally, we record a few key observations which we will use in the sequel. Suppose that
both strands of are labeled by the same integer m ∈ {1, ..., N − 1}. Then, we can write
CN
( )
as
(2.4)
= tq
1
· · · tm−1qm−1
m−1
tmqm
m
.
d0 d1 dm−2 dm−1
In the above diagram, some of the webs may be the zero web depending on N and m.
Remark 2.5. In the final term in the complex (2.4) we have a ladder whose rungs are labeled
by m, and with an edge labelled by 0. By our earlier convention on deleting edges, this
indicates a barbell shape
2m :=
m
.
We will choose to include or omit the edge labeled by 0 as convenient for later formulae and
descriptions. See Remark 2.11.
Define a subcomplex of , which we will denote by , by
(2.6) = tq
1
· · · tm−1qm−1
m−1
tmqm
m
.
d1 dm−2 dm−1
We will often call the webs in “ladders”. The following lemma combines (2.4) and
(2.6).
Lemma 2.7. CN ( ) is homotopy equivalent to a mapping cone
(2.8) '
[
d0−→ t−1
]
.
Note, we use the nonstandard notation [A f−→ B] to denote the mapping cone of f . Likewise,
CN ( ) is homotopy equivalent to a mapping cone
(2.9) '
[
d′0−→ tm−1qm
]
.
In particular, Lemma 2.7 gives us a canonical projection
(2.10) pi : CN
( ) −→ CN ( )
whose mapping cone is homotopy equivalent to . Our constructions will be based upon
this projection pi.
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2.2. Fork sliding and twisting. We now introduce some diagrammatic relations on com-
plexes of slN -webs which will be important in the sequel. These relations follow from similar
relations in [QR16], [Yon11] and [Wu14], but differ slightly due to our conventions.
Remark 2.11. Note that the formulas presented below hold even if one of the strands is la-
belled by a 0, which indicates that the strand is in fact not present. See Remark 2.5 above.
Lemma 2.12 (Fork Sliding). Let T1, T ′1, T2, T ′2 be the colored tangles in Figure 4. Then
(2.13)
CN (T1) ' (tq)min(i,k)+min(j,k)−min(i+j,k)CN (T ′1)
CN (T2) ' CN (T ′2)
FIGURE 4. The colored tangles T1, T ′1, T2, T ′2 referenced in Lemma 2.12. The
phrase "fork sliding" refers to sliding the vertex (the forking point) under or
over another strand.
Lemma 2.12 follows immediately from the invariance of fork sliding in the conventions of
[QR16], after accounting for the shift in our definition of CN ( ). We note that min(i, k) +
min(j, k) ≥ min(i+ j, k) and that the inequality is strict when i = j = k.
Lemma 2.14 (Fork Twisting). Let T3, T ′3, T4, T ′4 be the colored tangles in Figure 5. Then
(2.15)
CN (T3) ' tmin(i,j)qij+min(i,j)CN (T ′3)
CN (T4) ' q−ijCN (T ′4)
Once again, the proof of Lemma 2.14 follows from the isomorphism for fork twisting in
[QR16] after taking into account our shift for CN ( ). Often we will be performing similar
operations on ladder webs as well. We record these isomorphisms in the following two lem-
mas where all crossings are positive. The proofs and statements for other cases are similar,
but not used in this text.
Lemma 2.16 (Ladder sliding). Let T1 and T2 be the colored tangle diagrams in Figure 6. Then
CN (T1) ' (tq)αCN (T2) , where α = min(i, `) + min(j, `)−min(i+ k, `)−min(j − k, `).
Proof. The isomorphism comes from a composition of two fork slides, illustrated in Figure
7: By Lemma 2.12, α1 = min(i + k, `) − min(i, `) − min(k, `) and α2 = min(k, `) + min(j −
k, `)−min(j, `). Thus, α = α1 + α2 = α = min(i, `) + min(j, `)−min(i+ k, `)−min(j − k, `)
as desired. 
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FIGURE 5. The colored tangles T3, T4 and T ′3 = T ′4 referenced in Lemma 2.14.
The phrase "fork twisting" refers to a Reidemeister 1-like twist applied at the
vertex (the forking point).
FIGURE 6. The colored tangles T1 and T2 referenced in Lemma 2.16. The
phrase "ladder sliding" refers to sliding the "rung" (here colored by k) un-
der another strand. There are similar results for sliding a rung over another
strand.
FIGURE 7. The two fork slides that are utilized to complete a ladder slide.
The t and q indicate homological and q-degree shifts respectively.
Lemma 2.17 (Ladder twisting). Let T3 and T4 be the colored tangle diagrams in Figure 8, then
CN (T3) ' tmin(i−k,j−k)−min(i,k)qmin(i−k,j−k)−min(i,k)+(i−j−k)kCN (T4) .
FIGURE 8. The colored tangles T3 and T4 in Lemma 2.17. The phrase "ladder
twisting" refers to the 180◦ twist applied to the "rung" of the ladder as it is
"pulled through" the crossing.
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Proof. The isomorphism is realized by the composition of fork slides and fork twists illus-
trated in Figure 9. The first move is a fork slide, and so by Lemma 2.12 we see an initial shift
FIGURE 9. The sequence of fork slides and fork twists that are utilized to
complete a ladder twist. For simplicity, the degree shifts are omitted, and
during the intermediate stages of the move only the placement of the color k
is indicated.
of
(qt)min(i−k,j+k)−min(k,i−k)−min(j,i−k).
The second move untwists a fork, so that Lemma 2.14 gives the shift
(qt)min(i−k,k)q(i−k)k.
The third move introduces a fork twist, so Lemma 2.14 now gives a shift of
(qt)−min(j,k)q−jk.
Finally, we perform one more fork slide giving a fourth shift
(qt)min(j,k)+min(j,i−k)−min(i,j).
The total grading shift indicated in the statement of the lemma is the product of all four of
these shifts. 
All of the shifts indicated in the lemmas above may seem a bit unwieldy at first, but if we
focus only on the homological shifts then they can be summarized tidily in a single proposi-
tion. First, we introduce a bit of notation.
Definition 2.18. For a given crossing χ between two strands colored i and j in a given colored
tangle, let min(χ) := min(i, j) denote the minimum of the colors involved in the crossing χ.
With Definition 2.18 in hand, we have the following handy formula that computes all
homological shifts that we will need in this paper. Note that, as in Remarks 2.5 and 2.11, this
formula still holds when we allow edges labelled by a 0 to stand in for the lack of an actual
edge.
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Proposition 2.19. Let T1 and T2 be any two colored positive tangles such that we can transform
T1 into T2 via a sequence of braid-like Reidemeister moves and fork/ladder twists and slides. Then
CN (T1) ' tαqβCN (T2) where
(2.20) α =
∑
χ∈T1
min(χ)−
∑
δ∈T2
min(δ).
Here each sum is taken over all crossings in each diagram.
Proof. All of the shifts for Reidemeister moves and fork/ladder twists and slides indicated
throughout this section can be seen to follow precisely this format. 
Equation 2.20 will often be the simplest way to understand what sort of shift has occurred
after performing an isotopy of a given tangle. Often after such an isotopy, all of the crossings
in the diagram will remain in the same place, but some will have ‘changed color’, and this
will immediately describe the resulting homological shift α. One such example is illustrated
below.
FIGURE 10. The upper rung of the ladder is ‘pulled through’ the twisting via
ladder twists and slides, giving a braid-like isotopy between the two colored
tangles that leaves all crossings where they are, but changes some colorings.
Here the black strands are all the same color, but the blue and green strands
are colored strictly less than the black, while the red strand is strictly greater
than the black.
In Figure 10, the black strands are all colored m, while the green and blue strands are all
colored strictly less than m (i and j := m − i, respectively). Meanwhile, the red strands are
colored m + i. Thus any crossing that maintained its color, and any crossing that became
black-red, did not change its min value. However, crossings that changed to black-blue or
red-blue changed by precisely i. Thus in this example with five such crossings, α = 5i. We
will use similar conventions for the colors of strands (black, red, green and blue) in future
diagrams.
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2.3. Homological algebra. We now recall some key facts and lemmas about the homologi-
cal algebra of limits and inverse systems from [Roz14] and [IW16]. For this section, we will
assume all chain complexes are over some additive category (say a chain complex of webs
in NFoam). As with the complexes given above, we will assume our differential increases
homological degree by 1.
Definition 2.21. Let A and B be chain complexes and suppose f : A → B is a chain map.
Define the homological order of f , which we denote by |f |h, to be the maximal degree d for
which [A
f−→ B] is chain homotopy equivalent to a complex A′ that is contractible below
homological degree d.
Roughly speaking, |f |h denotes the maximal homological degree through which f gives a
homotopy equivalence on the truncated complexes of A and B up to degree |f |h.
Definition 2.22. An inverse system of chain complexes is a sequence of chain complexes
equipped with chain maps
{Ak, fk} = A0 f0←− A1 f1←− A2 f2←− · · · .
An inverse system is called Cauchy if |fk|h →∞ as k →∞.
Definition 2.23. An inverse system {Ak, fk} has a limit (or inverse limit), which we denote by
A∞ or limAk, if there exist maps f˜k : A∞ → Ak such that
(1) The fk ◦ f˜k+1 = f˜k for all k ≥ 0.
(2) |f˜k|h →∞ as k →∞.
Theorem 2.24 (Rozansky [Roz14]). An inverse system {Ak, fk} of chain complexes has a limit
A∞ if and only if it is Cauchy.
We conclude this section with a result from [IW16] which allows us to prove two inverse
systems have equivalent limits.
Proposition 2.25 ([IW16]). Suppose {Ak, fk} and {B`, g`} are two Cauchy inverse systems with
limitsA∞ andB∞ respectively. Let z(`) be a nondecreasing function onN0 such that lim`→∞ z(`) =
∞. Suppose there are maps F` : B` → Az(`) forming a commuting diagram with the system maps
fk and g` for appropriate k and `. If |F`|h →∞ as `→∞ then A∞ ' B∞.
In Figure 11 we include a diagram to better explain the situation in Proposition 2.25.
2.4. Infinite full twists. Ultimately, we will use Proposition 2.25 to compare our Cauchy in-
verse systems to a well understood Cauchy inverse system coming from studying the infinite
full twist which we now discuss.
Let n be a fixed positive integer. LetBn denote the braid group on n strands and σ1, ..., σn−1
denote its standard (positive) generators. We let T denote the fractional twist braid σ1 · · ·σn−1,
so that FT := T n is the full-twist braid on n strands (see Figure 12 for a specific example).
For the reminder of this section, we will consider braids β ∈ Bn which are colored by a
single label m. That is, all strands of β are labeled by the same integer m ∈ {1, ..., N − 1}. We
will use the notation β(m) to denote such a braid.
In [Roz14], Rozansky proved that the Khovanov complex of the “infinite full twist” was
a well-defined complex and that it categorified the Jones-Wenzl projector. We now state the
analogous result in colored Khovanov-Rozansky homology due to Cautis.
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FIGURE 11. The diagram for Proposition 2.25. In this diagram both {Ak, fk}
and {B`, g`} are Cauchy inverse systems. The limits A∞ and B∞ and the
maps f˜ , f˜k, g˜, g˜` all exist from Theorem 2.24. If we can find the maps F`, then
Theorem 2.24 also provides the mapF∞. We simply need to show that |F`|h →
∞ as `→∞ to prove that F∞ is a homotopy equivalence.
Theorem 2.26 (Cautis [Cau15] ). Let FT (m) ∈ Bn denote the positive full twist braid on n strands
with all strands labeled by m, then
CN
(
FT ∞(m)
)
:= lim
k→∞
CN
(
FT k(m)
)
is a well-defined chain complex. Furthermore,CN
(
FT ∞(m)
)
is an idempotent chain complex categori-
fying a highest weight projector pn,(m) : (
∧mCNq )⊗n → (∧mCNq )⊗n factoring through the unique
highest weight subrepresentation of (
∧mCNq )⊗n.
We will see in the sequel that we may relax the requirement that the constituent complexes
of the inverse system above are full twists. In particular,
CN
(
T ∞(m)
)
:= lim
m→∞CN
(
T k(m)
) ∼= CN (FT ∞(m)) .
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FIGURE 12. Examples of T and FT = T 4 for n = 4
In this text, we will write Pn,(m) := CN
(
FT ∞(m)
)
for the sake of brevity.
Remark 2.27. Strictly speaking, Theorem 2.26 is proven for Rickard complexes in the categori-
fication of Uq(slN ). However this category is equivalent to NFoam and thus can be viewed
as a result for complexes associated to full twist braids in NFoam (See [Cau15] and [QR16]
for more details).
Finally, we may also color the strands of FT with any set of labels, and the above theorem
holds (as proven in [Cau15]). However, we focus on the case of “unicolored” braids in this
text.
The action of tensoring the complex for a braid generator with the categorified highest
weight projector Pn,(m) has a very simple description. We will use the following lemma
(Proposition 5.8 from [Cau15]) to prove certain corollaries in §3.1.
Lemma 2.28. ⊗ Pn,(m) ' Pn,(m) ⊗ ' 0. In particular,
CN (σi,(m))⊗ Pn,(m) ' Pn,(m) and CN (σ−1i,(m))⊗ CN (FT ∞(m)) ' tmqmPn,(m).
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we restate one of our main results and also give some corollaries which
allow our main theorem to be applied to other similar cases. After stating these results, we
outline the proof of the main theorem which will hinge upon Proposition 2.25 and Figure 11.
The technical brunt of the proof will be handled via several lemmas estimating the homo-
logical order of maps between the inverse systems of Proposition 2.25 (the red maps F` of
Figure 11).
3.1. Main theorem and corollaries. We first recall the definition of our main class of braids.
Definition 3.1. A semi-infinite braid B on n strands is a semi-infinite word on the generators
σi of the braid group Bn. That is, B has the form
B = σε1i1 σε2i2 σε3i3 · · · ,
where εi is 1 or−1. We say B is a semi-infinite positive braid if all εi = 1. We call a semi-infinite
braid B complete if every positive generator σi of Bn, for i = 1, . . . , n− 1, appears an infinite
number of times.
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Definition 3.2. Let B = σε1i1 σε2i2 σε3i3 · · · be a semi-infinite braid and ` ∈ N. We define the `th
partial braid of B, denoted by B`, as
B` = σε1i1 σε2i2 · · ·σ
ε`
i`
.
In this text we are also concerned with colored braids. Following the notation in §2.4, we
use the notation B(m) to denote the semi-infinite braid B with every strand labeled by m. We
will use the notation B`,(m) to denote the `th partial braid with every strand colored by m.
Finally, we will write CN
(B(m)) := lim`→∞CN (B`,(m)) if the limit exists. We now state the
main result of our paper.
Theorem 3.3. Let B be a complete semi-infinite positive braid on n strands. Then CN
(B(m)) exists
for all m ∈ {1, ..., N}. Furthermore,
CN
(B(m)) ' Pn,(m).
Before proving Theorem 3.3, we also record a few corollaries.
Corollary 3.4. Let B be a complete semi-infinite braid containing only finitely many negative cross-
ings. Then
CN
(B(m)) ' tmaqmaPn,(m),
where a is the number of negative crossings in B.
Proof. Suppose that the rth crossing of B is the ath (and final) negative crossing of B. Then
we can write B as a product BrB′ where B′ = σir+1σir+2σir+3 · · · is a positive semi-infinite
complete braid. Therefore CN
(
B′(m)
)
' Pn,(m) by Theorem 3.3. Since Br contains exactly a
negative crossings and some number of positive crossings, Lemma 2.28 implies
CN
(B(m)) ' CN (Br,(m))⊗ Pn,(m) ' (tq)amPn,(m)
as desired. 
We can also consider bi-infinite braids of the form
(3.5) B = · · ·σε−2j−2 σ
ε−1
j−1 σ
ε1
j1
σε2j2 · · ·
by viewing B as a product of semi-infinite braids, say B−B+, where B+ = σε1j1 σε2j2 · · · and
B− = · · ·σε−2j−2 σ
ε−1
j−1 . In this case we define
CN
(B(m)) := CN (B−(m))⊗ CN (B+(m)) ,
in the case that both CN
(
B−(m)
)
and CN
(
B+(m)
)
exist.
Corollary 3.6. Let B be a complete positive bi-infinite braid of the form (3.5). Then CN
(B(m)) '
Pn,(m).
Proof. Theorem 3.3 proves that CN
(
B+(m)
)
' Pn,(m). Likewise, via a similar argument,
CN
(
B−(m)
)
' Pn,(m). The result follows from the idempotency of Pn,(m). 
Finally we can also study infinite braids Bwhich are not complete. We do this by studying
complete subbraids of B on a subset of the strands. To do so we need to first introduce some
notation.
Let B be a semi-infinite positive braid. If B is not complete, then let
γ(B) = {i|σi appears infinitely often in B} ⊂ {1, ..., n− 1}
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and γc(B) = {0, 1, ..., n− 1, n}\γ(B).
Definition 3.7. Let B1 be a (possibly infinite or semi-infinite) braid on n1 strands and B2 be a
(possibly infinite or semi-infinite) braid on n2 strands. The braid B1 unionsq B2 on n1 + n2 strands
is the braid defined by taking B1 on the first n1 strands and B2 on the last n2 strands.
Recall the monoidal product unionsq defined on NWeb and inherited by NFoam. It can be
directly verified that CN
(B1 unionsq B2) ' CN (B1) unionsq CN (B2), and similarly for colored braids.
Corollary 3.8. Let B be a positive semi-infinite braid and suppose γc(B) = {i0 = 0, i1, ..., ip−1, ip =
n}. Let Br be the partial braid of B containing all copies of the generators σi1 , ..., σip , so that none of
these generators appear after the rth crossing of B. Then
CN
(B(m)) ' (Pn1,(m) unionsq · · · unionsq Pnp,(m))⊗ CN (Br,(m)) .
Here nj = ij − ij−1 for j = 1, ..., p and any terms with nj = 0 are omitted.
The proof of this corollary follows from realizing B = B′Br where B′ can be written as
B1 unionsq · · · unionsq Bp for some semi-infinite complete positive braids and Br. See Figure 13 for a
simple example.
FIGURE 13. An example of a non-complete semi-infinite braid B is pictured
on the left. The dashed lines indicate how we consider partitioning this braid
into the partial braid B7 and the two complete semi-infinite braids B1 and B2,
leading to projectors P3 and P2 respectively. In the notation of Corollary 3.8,
γc(B) = {0, 3, 5} and r = 7 indicates the final appearance of the braid group
generator σ3. Colors are omitted.
3.2. Proof of the main theorem. To prove Theorem 3.3, we will be following an outline
similar to that of the proof of the main result in [IW16]. More precisely, we will use a combi-
nation of Proposition 2.19 and Proposition 2.25 with the following correspondences to Figure
11 in mind.
(1) The complexes CN
(
FT k(m)
)
will play the role of the Ak.
(2) Therefore by Theorem 2.26, A∞ ' Pn,(m).
(3) Given a complete semi-infinite positive braid B, the complex CN
(B`,(m)) plays the
role of the B`.
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FIGURE 14. An illustration of finding diagonals within some B`. In step 1, we
find the first diagonal illustrated in gold. In step 2, we work our way back up
from the diagonal σn−1 as in the blue arrows until we arrive at the σ1 marked
by a blue star. In step 3, we begin forming the second diagonal starting from
the first σ1 below the starred crossing from step 2. In this way all of the gold
dashed lines are kept disjoint from one another.
(4) The maps g` will be precisely a tensor product of identity maps with the canonical
projection pi of Equation 2.10 (see Lemma 2.7) corresponding to the `th (and final)
crossing in B`. Thus g` corresponds to resolving the `th crossing in B`, bringing us to
B`−1.
(5) The maps F` will be constructed in a similar manner by resolving certain carefully
chosen crossings in B`.
(6) The function k = z(`) will be based upon how many full twists FT k can be found as
a subbraid of B`. The condition that B is complete guarantees that k →∞ as `→∞.
(7) The estimates on |F`|h will be based on Proposition 2.19 (and specifically Equation
2.20) and Lemma 2.7. We will show the system {B`, g`} is Cauchy in a similar manner.
We now proceed to make these points more precise. The first four points need no further
elaboration. We begin by handling the fifth and sixth points above, that is, the construction
of the map F` and the corresponding function k(`) determining the target of F`. This portion
of the proof is nearly identical to the construction in [IW16].
Given the braid B`, we start at the top of the braid (beginning of the braid word) and seek
the first occurrence of generator σ1. From that point we go downward and find the first
occurrence of σ2, and so forth until we reach σn−1. In this way we have found crossings
within B` that would, in the absence of the crossings we ‘skipped’, give a single copy of T 1.
We connect these crossings with a dashed line going rightward then downward as in Figure
14, and we call the crossings involved diagonal crossings. Having found such a diagonal
within B`, we work our way back up the braid B` in the same way going from the diagonal
σn−1 to the previous (not necessarily diagonal) σn−2 and so forth until we reach another σ1
(if there were no skipped crossings, we are now back at the σ1 we started with). We begin
the second diagonal from the first σ1 that is below this σ1 we found at the end of our upward
journey. In this way we find disjoint diagonals with as few ‘skipped’ crossings between them
as possible. See Figure 14 for clarification.
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Let y(`) denote the number of diagonals that can be completed within B` in this way. The
function z(`) determining the destination of the map F` is
(3.9) z(`) :=
⌊
y(`)
n
⌋
where b·c denotes the integer floor function. Thus z(`) gives the number of full twists that
can be seen within B`.
At this point, we ‘erase’ the diagonals below the nz(`)th diagonal - that is, all crossings
below the last diagonal of the last full twist within B` are regarded as non-diagonal. The map
F` is then the composition of mapping cone projections pi coming from Lemma 2.7 where we
are resolving all non-diagonal crossings in B`. Note that the order in which we resolve the
crossings is irrelevant, however for the sake of consistency here we will assume that we
resolve crossings starting from the bottom upwards. From this consideration it should be
clear that the maps F` commute with the maps fk and g` of the two systems CN
(
FT k(m)
)
and CN
(B`,(m)), which are also just maps based on resolving bottom-most (final) crossings.
For the seventh and final point listed above, we seek to estimate |F`|h for the F` con-
structed above. To do this, we consider the mapping cone of one projection pi (resolving one
crossing) at a time. As discussed below Lemma 2.7, this mapping cone consists of a complex
involving ladders in place of the resolved crossing. We then expand all of the terms in this
complex by resolving the other non-diagonal crossings. In this way, we exhibit Cone(pi) as
the total complex of a large number of chain maps where each term consists of the chain com-
plex of a diagram involving the diagonal crossings together with at least one ladder present in
place of one of the non-diagonal crossings (every one of these terms but for the ‘all-straight’
resolution of the remaining crossings will contain several ladders). Figure 15 provides an
example of such a diagram that could result from resolving the non-diagonal crossings in
Figure 14. Estimating |pi|h (and thus |F`|h which comes from a composition of projections pi)
is the same thing as estimating the minimum homological degree of any such complex.
In order to find a lower bound on this minimum homological degree, we first introduce
some further terminology matching the terminology used in [IW16].
Definition 3.10. Given a partial braid B`,(m) coming from some uni-colored complete semi-
infinite positive braid B(m), let D be any colored diagram arrived at from B`,(m) by resolving
the non-diagonal crossings. The dashed gold lines between diagonal crossings (as in Figure
14) are called diagonals. The space between any two such diagonals will be called a zone. A
zone is called empty if there are no ladders contained within it; otherwise, it is called non-
empty. In any non-empty zone, the top-most (respectively bottom-most) ladder indicates the
ladder replacing the earliest (respectively latest) non-diagonal crossing resolved within the
given zone.
The diagram with all empty zones is precisely the diagram FT k(`) that is used to deter-
mine the target of F` (recall that we resolve all crossings below the final diagonal of the
final full twist within B`). As discussed above, estimating |F`|h is the same as bounding the
minimum homological degree of any complex involving only diagrams with at least one
non-empty zone.
At this point, our proof diverges slightly from that of [IW16] and we need a more careful,
more conservative estimate on these minimum homological degrees. To begin with, we note
that any ladder in any of the diagrams D involves one vertical edge with label greater than
m, and one vertical edge with label less than m (for simplicity, we draw the vertical edge
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FIGURE 15. An example of a possible resolution of the diagram from Fig-
ure 14 involving various ladders between the diagonals. In this diagram, the
black strands are all colored m. Similar to the coloring in Figure 10, the blue
and green strands are all colored strictly less thanm, while the red strands are
colored strictly greater than m. Although any two blue strands may actually
have different labels depending on the resolution, they both must be less than
m (and similarly for the greens and reds).
labelled zero if necessary). Thus when we perform braid-like isotopies as in Proposition
2.19, we will always be in situations similar to that of Figure 10.
Lemma 3.11. For any colored diagram D arrived at from B`,(m) as in Definition 3.10, let b1(D)
indicate the number of non-empty zones in D, omitting the zone above the first diagonal. Then the
minimum homological degree minh(CN (D)) has lower bound
(3.12) min
h
(CN (D)) ≥ b1(D).
Proof. The upper rung of the top-most ladder in every non-empty zone (except for the top
one) can be pulled through the diagonal above it, either with a ladder slide or with a ladder
twist. Both cases are illustrated in Figure 16 which uses the two zones present in the diagram
of Figure 15. In either case we have one (diagonal) crossing with a new, lower minimum color
so that Proposition 2.19 guarantees a shift of at least 1 in homological degree. 
Lemma 3.13. For any colored diagram D arrived at from B`,(m) as in Definition 3.10, let b2(D)
indicate the sum of the number of ‘empty-zoned full twists’ below each non-empty zone. That is,
starting from each non-empty zone, we count the number of diagonals d below it that have only empty
zones between them, and take
⌊
d
n
⌋
. Then b2(D) is the sum of all of these counts for each non-empty
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FIGURE 16. The two cases of Lemma 3.11. The first case is illustrated via the
first non-empty zone from the diagram of Figure 15, where a single ladder
slide is available. The second case is illustrated via the second zone from
Figure 15 involving a single ladder twist.
zone. With this, the minimum homological degree minh(CN (D)) has lower bound
(3.14) min
h
(CN (D)) ≥ 2(n− 1)b2(D).
Proof. The bottom rung of the bottom-most ladder in a non-empty zone can be pulled through
a full twist below it as illustrated in Figure 17 for n = 3 strands. When this is done, the blue
edge with the lower color crosses each other strand twice during a full twist, and there are
(n − 1) other strands (including the red strand with higher color), so that Proposition 2.19
guarantees a shift of at least 1 per crossing involving the lower color edge. 
Lemma 3.15. For any colored diagram D arrived at from B`,(m) as in Definition 3.10, we start
from each non-empty zone and count the number of diagonals d′ above it that have only empty zones
between them, and take
⌊
d′−1
n
⌋
. Define b3(D) to be the sum of all of these counts for each non-empty
zone. With this, the minimum homological degree minh(CN (D)) has lower bound
(3.16) min
h
(CN (D)) ≥ 2(n− 1)b3(D).
Proof. The proof here is the same using the top rung of the top-most ladder. However, when
pulling rungs upward, if there is a fork twist that must occur before pulling the rung through,
we lose one diagonal before beginning our full twists, and hence we count based on d′ − 1
rather than d′. See Figure 18. Once again, Proposition 2.19 provides the estimate based on
this count. 
Remark 3.17. The existence of the braid-like isotopy that pulls a rung through a full twist is
perhaps most clearly seen by viewing the rung as passing through the interior of the torus
defining a torus braid. See Figure 19. In the awkward case of Figure 18, the ladder twist
needs to be handled first before the rung is to be considered as entering the torus braid.
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FIGURE 17. Pulling a ladder rung downward through a full twist, as in
Lemma 3.13. The case n = 3 is illustrated here, with the ladder starting above
the second and third strands. All such cases start with a ladder slide simi-
larly, except that if the ladder starts above the first and second strands, then
the pull begins with a ladder twist.
FIGURE 18. Pulling a ladder rung upward through a full twist, as in Lemma
3.15. The diagram illustrates how, due to the placement of the ladder, a lad-
der twist is needed to pass through the first diagonal before one can count
diagonals for full twists. Note that if the top diagonal were missing from this
diagram, the rung would not end up in the same position and the count of
crossing color changes would no longer be correct.
Remark 3.18. The reader who is familiar with [IW16] may wonder why we have introduced
the extra complication of counting our isotopies via full twists of diagonals, rather than sim-
ply counting pulls through diagonals which were sufficient in that earlier paper. The reason
for this is that pulling and twisting rungs through anything less than a full twist has the
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FIGURE 19. An illustration of Remark 3.17, where we view the rung of a lad-
der as being pulled through the interior of the torus defining the full twist as
a torus braid.
potential to introduce new crossings that were not present before the pull, because of the
presence of the rung. See Figure 20.
FIGURE 20. An example illustrating the need to count full twists instead of
simply counting the number of diagonals as in [IW16]. Here, if we try to pull
the upper-most rung through the two available diagonals, we create a new
crossing that did not exist before because of the rung. This new crossing po-
tentially counteracts the shifts coming from the color changes of the diagonal
crossings. It is not difficult to find similar issues when attempting to pull
rungs downwards through less than full twists.
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. We build a commuting diagram as in Figure 11 using the listed points
at the beginning of this section. The construction of F` as a composition of mapping cone
projections pi ensures |F`|h is at least as large as the minimum |pi|h amongst all such pi. Let
D` denote the set of all diagrams D coming from B`,(m) as in Definition 3.10 having at least
one non-empty zone. Then, as described above, |F`|h is bounded below by the minimum
homological degree amongst all the CN (D) for all possible diagrams D ∈ D`. Lemmas 3.11,
3.13, and 3.15 ensure that these homological degrees produce the lower bound
(3.19) |F`|h ≥ min
D∈D`
max(b1(D), 2(n− 1)b2(D), 2(n− 1)b3(D))
The assumption that the semi-infinite braid B is complete ensures that the number of diag-
onals in the partial braid B` increases towards infinity as ` → ∞. The reader may quickly
verify that the right hand side of Equation 3.19 must go to infinity as the number of diagonals
goes to infinity (roughly, the more diagonals we have, the larger b1 tends to be unless there
are many empty zones, in which case b2 or b3 must be large). Thus we have that |F`|h → ∞
as ` → ∞. A similar (and simpler) argument also ensures |g`|h → ∞ as ` → ∞, verifying
that this system is Cauchy and has a limit. Thus we may use Proposition 2.25 to conclude
the proof. 
4. INFINITE BRAIDS IN HOMFLY-PT HOMOLOGY
Now we consider our main theorem in the case of HOMFLY-PT homology and its colored
generalizations. Up to some technical details which we will discuss, the same methods will
be used to prove similar results in these homology theories.
4.1. HOMFLY-PT homology. First we briefly recall the definition of HOMFLY-PT homol-
ogy. For the rest of this section, we fix a positive integer n. Let R = Q[x1, ..., xn] be a graded
polynomial ring with deg(xi) = −2. Define Ri to be the subring of R which consists of
polynomials symmetric in the variables xi and xi+1. We define the Soergel bimodule
(4.1) Bi := q(R⊗Ri R).
We can visualize the Soergel bimodules R and Bi in terms of webs. We associate the 1-
colored identity web to R and to Bi we associate the web shown in Figure 21. The relations
in Figure 3 hold the same as in the case of slN -webs (see [Soe92, EK10] for example). We will
use the term “sl∞-webs” for webs in the case of HOMFLY-PT homology (which we discuss
in more detail in §4.2).
· · · · · ·
Bi
1 1 1 1 1 1
FIGURE 21. Diagrammatics for Bi in terms of webs.
We now define complexes F(β) of R-R-bimodules associated to every braid. These com-
plexes are known as Rouquier complexes. We associate to the positive braid generators σi
the complex,
(4.2) F(σi) = 0 −→ R χi−→ tqBi −→ 0,
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where χi(1) = xi ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ xi−1. Also we associate to the negative braid generators σ−1i
the complex,
(4.3) F(σ−1i ) = 0 −→ t−1q−1Bi
χo−→ R −→ 0,
where χo(f ⊗ g) = fg. We define the complex for a general braid B via the relation
F(ββ′) = F(β)⊗R F(β′).
Graphically, we denote these complexes in an analogous manner to those in Equation (2.1)
in the 1-colored case. See Figure 22.
=
χi−→ tq
= (tq)−1 χo−→
FIGURE 22. Complexes F(σi) and F(σ−1i ) presented diagrammatically.
To define a complex for a braid closure we apply the Hochschild homology functor HH(•) =
H(• ⊗LR⊗QR R) to F(β). More precisely, if F(β) is the chain complex of bimodules
· · · d−→ Fi(β) d−→ Fi+1(β) d−→ · · · ,
where Fi(β) is the component of F(β) in homological degree i, then HH(F(β)) is the com-
plex of vector spaces
· · · HH(d)−−−−→ HH(Fi(β)) HH(d)−−−−→ HH(Fi+1(β)) HH(d)−−−−→ · · · .
We then define H(β) := H(HH(F(β))). H(β) is a triply-graded vector space, with gradings
coming from the internal grading on R, the homological grading, and a new grading intro-
duced by Hochschild homology which we will denote by a (that is, we will write ajC to
denote that the object C is shifted up in Hochschild degree by j).
Theorem 4.4 (Khovanov [Kho07]). Let L be a link and let β ∈ Bn be a braid representative for L.
Then, up to a monomial grading shift depending on the writhe and braid index of β, H(β) is a link
invariant. Let P(β) denote the Poincaré series ofH(β). That is
P(β)(t, q, a) =
∑
i,j,k∈Z
d(i, j, k)tiqjak,
where d(i, j, k) is the dimension of H(β) in grading (i, j, k). Then P(β)(−1, q, a) is the HOMFLY-
PT polynomial (up to a renormalization).
Furthermore, the relations (2.13) and (2.15) follow as well in the case that we color all
strands by i = j = k = 1. More precisely,
(4.5)
F(T1) ' tqF(T ′1)
F(T2) ' F(T ′2),
where T1, T ′1, T2, T ′2 are the tangles in Figure 4 in the case that i = j = k = 1. Also
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(4.6)
F(T3) ' tq2F(T ′3)
F(T4) ' q−1F(T ′4)
where T3, T ′3, T4, T ′4 are the tangles in Figure 5 in the case that i = j = k = 1. Therefore the
analogue of Proposition 2.19 in the 1-colored case holds for complexes of Soergel bimodules.
Likewise, repeating the argument from §3.2 proves the following theorem.
Theorem 4.7. Let FT k denote the kth power of the positive full twist braid on n strands. Define
Ak = F(FT k) and fk : Ak+1 → Ak to be the canonical projection map (as defined in (2.8) for the
1-colored case). Then the inverse system {Ak, fk} is Cauchy, and thus has a limit P = A∞.
Now let B be a positive semi-infinite complete braid on n strands. Define an inverse system by
B` = F(B`) and take g` to be the canonical projection map B`+1 → B`. Then {B`, g`} has a limit
F(B) = B∞. Furthermore B∞ ' P .
However, the analogue of Pn,(1) for HOMFLY-PT homology was defined in a different
manner by Hogancamp in [Hog15]. In particular, he used the notion of homotopy limits.1
Definition 4.8. Let {Ak, fk} be an inverse system of chain complexes. The homotopy limit of
{Ak, fk} is by definition the mapping cone
holimAk :=
[ ∞∏
k=0
Ak
Id−S−−−→
∞∏
k=0
Ak
]
Where S :
∏∞
k=0Ak →
∏∞
k=0Ak is the chain map with components given by the fk.
Theorem 4.9 (Hogancamp [Hog15]). Let {Ak, fk} be the inverse system defined in Theorem 4.7.
Then P˜ = holimAk is an idempotent complex categorifying the one-row Young symmetrizer in the
Hecke algebra.
P˜ has been used in recent work of Elias, Hogancamp, and Mellit to compute the HOMFLY-
PT homology of torus links explicitly in a combinatorial fashion [EH16, Hog17, Mel17]. Also
P˜ can be used to construct categorifications of one-row colored HOMFLY-PT polynomials
[Hog15].
With these applications in mind, we wish to understand the relationship with our P and
the P˜ of Hogancamp. In general holim Ak and limAk are not directly comparable, though
in our case this is not an issue. We first recall a definition and then a theorem of Hogancamp
[Hog15].
Definition 4.10. A Bott-Samelson bimodule is a direct sum of bimodules of the form
M = qiBi1 ⊗R · · · ⊗R Bi` .
Theorem 4.11. [Hogancamp [Hog15]] There exists a bounded from below chain complex P˜ and a
map ε : P˜ → R such that
(1) P˜ ⊗R Bi ' Bi ⊗R P˜ ' 0.
(2)
[
P˜
ε−→ R
]
is a chain complex of bimodules such that qiR does not appear as a direct summand
of any chain bimodule.
Furthermore, the pair (P˜ , ε) is unique up to canonical homotopy equivalence.
1Hogancamp actually defines his analogue of Pn,(1) in terms of homotopy colimits. However the analogous
statements hold for homotopy limits.
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By construction of our inverse system, we have a map ε = pi : P → R given by the
projection from the inverse limit to A0 = FT 0. By construction of the complexes Ak =
FT k, R can appear only in homological degree 0 and thus by construction Cone(ε) satisfies
condition (2) of Theorem 4.9. To show that P satisfies condition (1) we recall the following
lemma from [Hog15] .
Lemma 4.12. Let C be a bounded from below chain complex whose chain bimodules are direct sums
of shifts of Bott-Samelson bimodules. If C is supported in homological degrees ≥ ` then FT k ⊗R C
is supported in homological degrees ≥ `+ 2k.
Let {Ck, hk} be an inverse system of bounded below chain complexes of bimodules. Sup-
pose there exists integers ck such that Ck is supported is homological degrees ≥ ck and
ck → ∞ as k → ∞. Then |hk| → ∞ as k → ∞ (the system is Cauchy), and limCk is con-
tractible. Letting Ck = FT k ⊗R Bi, hk be defined as fk ⊗ 1, and combining this with Lemma
4.12 we see that P satisfies property (1) thus implying the following theorem.
Theorem 4.13. P and P˜ are homotopy equivalent.
Recent work of Mellit [Mel17] builds off of the work of Elias and Hogancamp [EH16,
Hog17] to give an explicit computation for the HOMFLY-PT homology of torus knots. By
giving sharper bounds on the convergence rate of |F`|h we present a computation of the
HOMFLY-PT homology of a braid positive link up to a certain homological degree. In the
following we useH(C) as shorthand forH(HH(C)), whereC is a complex of Soergel bimod-
ules.
Recall a link L is called braid positive if it is the closure of a positive braid β. In this case,
F(β) can be viewed asF(B`) for some semi-infinite positive braid B. Hogancamp in [Hog15]
gives an explicit calculation ofH(P˜ ) and proves that this is the stable HOMFLY-PT homology
of the (n,m) torus knot as m→∞.
Theorem 4.14 (Hogancamp [Hog15]). There is an isomorphism of triply graded algebras
H(P˜ ) ' An := Q[u1, . . . , un, ξ1, . . . , ξn]
where the uk are even indeterminates of tridegree t2k−2q−2k and the ξk are odd indeterminates of
tridegree t2k−2q4−2ka. This homology is isomorphic to a limit of HOMFLY-PT homologies of the
torus links (n, k) as k →∞.
Remark 4.15. The gradings for the generators ofAn, uk and ξk, are slightly different in this text
than in [Hog15]. However, after applying a duality functorD : K−(SBimn)→ K+(SBimn) to
the projector and inverting the q-grading we get the form of the algebra An in this text.
Since in the case of HOMFLY-PT homology, we are working with 1-colored braids, we can
sharpen the bound from the proof Theorem 3.3 (Equation 3.19).
Lemma 4.16. Let B be a semi-infinite complete positive braid on n strands and B` denote its par-
tial braids. Suppose B` contains y(`) diagonals and let F` : F(B`) → F(T y(`)) be the canonical
projection map. Then |F`|h ≥ y(`).
Proof. In the 1-colored case, the ladder terms in the mapping cone of F` all include edges
labeled by zero, which can be deleted resulting in barbells (see Remark 2.5). This in turn
means that there are no rungs causing the extra complications indicated in Remark 3.18,
and so the split and merge points of the barbell can be pulled through fractional twists in
precisely the same way that the turnbacks are pulled through in the proof of Theorem 1.1 of
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[IW16]. The ensuing homological degree shifts lead to the same bound as in that paper, that
is, the number of diagonals y(`). 
Corollary 4.17. The projection map pi : F(T y+1)→ F(T y) has homological order |pi|h ≥ y.
Lemma 4.16 shows that in the 1-colored case |F`|h approaches∞ at a much faster rate than
the conservative estimate in the proof of Theorem 3.3 which is needed for them-colored case.
We now describe how we can use Lemma 4.16 to give estimates on HOMFLY-PT homology.
Theorem 4.18. Let β be a finite positive braid on n strands with ` crossings. Then there exists a map
F¯` : H(β)→ H(T y(`)n ) which is an isomorphism for all homological degrees less than y(`).
Proof. Consider β as a partial braid β = B` of some positive semi-infinite braid B. By Lemma
4.16 we know that the projection map F` : F(β) → F(T y(`)) has homological order at least
y(`). Since both HH and H are functors, the result follows. 
Let An,<y(`) denote the subspace of An spanned by monomials ua11 ...uann ξb11 ...ξbnn where
ai ∈ N, bi ∈ {0, 1} and
∑n
i=1(2i − 2)(ai + bi) < y(`). Combining Theorem 4.18 and Theorem
4.14 we get the following corollary immediately.
Corollary 4.19. Let β be a finite positive braid on n strands with ` crossings and let H<y(`)(β)
denote the subspace ofH(β) of all terms with homological degree less than y(`). Then
H<y(`)(β) ∼= An,<y(`).
Proof. Corollary 4.17 and Theorem 4.18 imply that the map H(pi) : H(P˜ ) → H(T y(`)) is an
isomorphism for all homological degrees less than y(`). Composing this isomorphism with
the inverse of the isomorphism (for homological degree less that y(`)) given by Theorem 4.18
gives the result. 
4.2. Colored HOMFLY-PT homology. We now briefly discuss the case of colored HOMFLY-
PT homology. Colored HOMFLY-PT homology was first defined using certain bimodules by
Mackaay, Stosic and Vaz [MSV11]. Though they only proved invariance in the case of 1 and
2-colored components, they defined their complexes of bimodules in the case of arbitrary
colors. Later Webster and Williamson in [WW17] proved the invariance for all colors using
geometric methods. The bimodules involved in the construction of colored HOMFLY-PT ho-
mology are known as singular Soergel bimodules. For the sake of brevity we will not give a
rigorous definition of the entire construction but define it via analogy with the slN case.
We first associate bimodules to the basic webs from Figure 1. Define R` = Q[x1, ..., x`]S`
to be the ring of symmetric polynomials in ` variables with deg(xi) = −2 as before. Also
define Ri1,...,in = Ri1 ⊗Q · · · ⊗Q Rin . We associate to the basic webs in Figure 1 the following
bimodules:
(4.20) i
i
= Ri.
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(4.21) i+ j
i j
= Ri,j ⊗Ri,j Ri+j .
(4.22) i j
i+ j
= Ri+j ⊗Ri,j Ri,j .
In general, we can associate to every “sl∞-web” a singular Soergel bimodule. That is, we
associate certain bimodules to webs with possibly arbitrarily high labels via the following
rules. The monoidal product on objects of NFoam corresponds to the ⊗Q functor on bimod-
ules and composition of sl∞-webs corresponds to the tensor product over Ri1,...,in where
i1, ..., in are the intermediate labels. The relations in Figure 3 hold for sl∞-webs as well (see
[MSV11, Wil11] for the exact relations).
We can now define m-colored HOMFLY-PT homology in an analogous manner to the def-
inition of m-colored Khovanov-Rozansky homology.
Let B be am-colored (finite) braid, then we define F(β) in the same manner as CN (β), but
with singular Soergel bimodules/sl∞-webs instead. In particular, we define
(4.23)
F
( )
= tq
1
· · · tm−1qm−1
m−1
tmqm
m
.
d0 d1 dm−2 dm−1
(4.24)
F
( )
=
m
tq
m−1
· · · tm−1qm−1
1
tmqm .
d′m d
′
m−1 d′1 d
′
0
The maps di and d′i are represented by foams in the same manner as they were for col-
ored Khovanov-Rozansky homology. However, we will omit their definition as bimodule
morphisms for the sake of brevity and refer the reader to [MSV11, WW17] for those details.
Our key lemmas from §2.2 on the homological shifts with respect to fork sliding and twist-
ing hold as well for m-colored HOMFLY-PT homology.
Lemma 4.25 (Fork Sliding). Let T1, T ′1, T2, T ′2 be the colored tangles in Figure 4. Then
(4.26)
F(T1) ' (tq)min(i,k)+min(j,k)−min(i+j,k)F(T ′1)
F(T2) ' F(T ′2)
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Lemma 4.27 (Fork Twisting). Let T3, T ′3, T4, T ′4 be the colored tangles in Figure 5. Then
(4.28)
F(T3) ' tmin(i,j)qij+min(i,j)F(T ′3),
F(T4) ' q−ijF(T ′4).
These lemmas follow from the invariance proofs in [WW17]. Combining these lemmas
together, we can restate Proposition 2.19 for colored HOMFLY-PT homology.
Proposition 4.29. Let T1 and T2 be any two colored positive tangles such that we can produce
T2 from T1 by a sequence of braid-like Reidemeister moves and fork/ladder twists and slides. Then
F(T1) ' tαqβF(T2) where
(4.30) α =
∑
χ∈T1
min(χ)−
∑
δ∈T2
min(δ).
Here each sum is taken over all crossings in each diagram.
The proof of Proposition 4.29 is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.19.
Theorem 4.31. Let B be a complete semi-infinite positive braid on n strands and define F(B(m)) =
lim`→∞F(B`,(m)) if it exists. Then F(B(m)) exists for all m ∈ N.
We omit the proof of Theorem 4.31 as it follows from the same argument as Theorem 3.3.
We now wish to interpret the result in terms of highest weight projectors.
Theorem 4.32 (Cautis [Cau16]). Let n ≥ N and let V = CNq denote the standard N -dimensional
representation of Uq(slN ). Then F(FT ∞(m)) categorifies the highest weight projector
p : (ΛmV )⊗n → (ΛmV )⊗n
factoring through the highest weight subrepresentation of (ΛmV )⊗n.
Combining Theorem 4.31 and Theorem 4.32, we see that our complex F(B(m)) for a semi-
infinite positive complete braid is homotopy equivalent to the complex of Cautis in [Cau16].
The corollaries in §3.1 hold as well for the HOMFLY-PT case, and we leave these transla-
tions to the reader.
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